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Multiple linear discriminants are obtained in the multivariate normal 
case from the ratio of likelihoods, e.g., Anderson (1, p. 148]. If no 
distributional assumptions are made, they can, as Fisher (3, p. 382] 
originally did, be obtained from his notion of "best linear discriminant"--
that linear combination of the components of the vector mean difference 
between two populations which is a maximum relative to its standard deviation. 
These may then be taken pairwise over all the mean vectors to generate the 
space of "best linear discriminants." Discriminants may also be obtained by 
maximizing some distance or measure of spread amongst the mean vectors 
relative to the coIIm1on covariance matrix. The methods employed for the 
maximization are usually differentiation {though verification that the 
solution actually leads to a maximum is often omitted Wilks (4, p. 575)) 
or geometrical arguments, e.g., Dempster [2, p. 220]. We shall present 
here an alternative algebraic derivation which depends on a simple theorem 
involving idempotent matrices. 
An incidental feature of this approach is the concomitant demonstration of 
an obvious,but rarely stressed,fact--that the same set of linear discriminants 
maximizes any measure of spread that is an increasing scalar function of 
the non-zero roots of the product of the "between matrix" of means and 
the inverse of the covariance matrix. 
2. The Maximization Theorem. 
We now prove the following: 
Theorem. 
Let Z be a real 
be the class of p X p 
Then for all Fe Ek 
p x m matrix of rank s = min{p, m) and Ek 
real symmetric idempotent matrices of rank k. 




ordered roots ai of Z1FZ are ai, i = 1, ••. , t, t = min(k, m), where 
are the non-zero ordered roots of z'z. 
Proof: 
Let P be the orthogonal matrix such that 
(1) 
where 
D = P 1 Z1 ZP = P 1 Z1FZP + P 1 Z1 (I-F)ZP 
m 
or for Y = ZP 
D = Y'Y = Y'FY + Y'(I-F)Y 
m 
(
a1 o ••• ~) 
0 • • 
Dj = : • 0 • 
. 
o • • • o a. 
J 
Hence the roots of Z1FZ are the roots of Y1FY and by virtue of (1) 
the ordered roots of Y'FY a1 ~ ••• ~am:=: 0 are less than the ordered 
roots of Y'Y, i.e., a.> a., i = 1, ••• , m. Now let Q be a p x p 
1. - 1. 
_l. 
orthogonal matrix such that Q = {Y(s)Ds2 , Q2 ), where Y(s) consists of 
the first s colunms of Y. Then 
* Y'FY = Y1QQ 1FQQ 1Y = Y'QF Q1Y 
* where F is obviously idempotent. Further 
so that 
(2) 
* and F 11 
Y'Q = s ( ;;L: t) 
m-s O : 0 
I 
is the s X s matrix in the upper left hand corner of 
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Now the rank Of Y'FY 1.·s t . (k ) t . {k ) H = min , m or = min , s • ence 
all solutions, for which a.= a. 
l. l. 
i = 1, ••• , t are such that the 
* first t diagonal elements of F11 are 
. ~t ~t ·* 
1 since ~i=l ai = ~i=l aifii' 
* 0 < f .. < 1 
1.i -
p * and Ei=l fii = k must be satisfied. This implies that the 
off diagonal elements in those rows and columns are zero since we are 
dealing with idempotent matrices • * Therefore all solutions for F are 
or 
* F = 0 
* F = 0 
( 
k : p-k) 
k. =~-L-~--p-k O : 0 
(
m : p-m ) 
m I : 0 
m: . 
p-m 5--r--a--
for t = k, i.e., k<m 
for t = m, i.e., m .:S k, 
where G is any idempotent p - m x p - m matrix of ·rank k - m. 
Hence the totality of solutions for F are 
(3) 
which is unique and 
(4) F = YD - ly' Q GQ I 0 m + 2 2 
Corollary 1. 
for k < m 
for m < k. 
If m < k, the totality of solutions for F are 
where E k-m is an idempotent matrix of rank k - m orthogonal to 
Z. Further z'z = Z'F0z and if m = k the solution FO = z(z'z)-1z• 
is unique. 
Proof: 




F ZPD- 1P'z Q GQ' z(z'z)-1z' + Q2GQ2'. o= m + 2 2= 
Hence set Q2GQ~ = Ek-m since G is an arbitrary idempot~nt matrix 
of rank k - m and Q2 is orthogonal to Z being it is orthogonal to 
Y. Multiplication of (5) on the left by z' and on the right by Z 
yields z'z = Z'F0z. Since E0 is necessarily the null matrix the 
uniqueness part follows immediately. 
Corollary 2. 
If g(Z'FZ) = g(a1, ••• , at) is a scalar increasing function of the 
roots a. , then 
1. 
The proof of the corollary is an inunediate consequence of the theorem 
and the fact that a.< a .. This includes such functions Tr Z'FZ and 
1. - 1. 
Ir+ Z'FZI, yielding 
3. 
Max Tr Z1FZ = 
FeEk 
























k < m. 
Suppose there are r p-dimensional multivariate populations with 
means µ1 , ••• , µr and conunon positive definite covariance matrix E • 
Further let 13 = ~ ~=l (µ1- °jj:)(µC ~) 1 and µ = r-l ~ ~=l '-"i where 13 
is of rank r - v. Assume that g(E-l ·13) is any scalar measure of the 





















o1 2: ••• 2: 6s > O. Suppose further we transform these r p-dimensional 
populations into a k<p space by a real transformation matrix C kxp 
which is of rank k. Hence 11. = Cµ,., i = 1, ••• , r, 0 = CEC' 
l. l. 
and 
r = Cl3C 1 and the measure of spread in k dimensions is ( -1 gk !J r), i.e., 
the same scalar function of the non-zero roots d1 > ••• > d > 0 of 
- - t 
... 1 
0 t where t = min(k, r-v). -1 -1 Now the non-zero roots of n r = (CE c') CSC 
are the same as the non-zero roots of ( -1 A' C ' CE C ' ) CA where Q. = fl./1,' t,J ..... 
1 l. 
and A is p X r-v. Set CE2 = H where E2 is the positive definite 
-1 
symmetric square root of ~ so that the non-zero roots of !J r are the 
I -~ '( ')-1 -1 same as the non-zero roots of A E 2 H HH HE 2 A. Let r - v = m 
and Z = E-½A and set the idempotent matrix H'(HH')-~ = F. Hence 
as by our previous corollary 
Max gk(n-1r) = Max gk(Z'FZ) = g(o1, ••• , ot). C F 
Certain special cases of interest are the Hotelling measure of spread (based 
on T~) H = Tr E-113 ink-dimensions Hie= Tr o-1r, and similarly a Wilks measure 





= f 6. = ! i=l 1. 
t 






Ir + E-113 I if 
= rr (l+oi) = l k i=l rr ( l+oi) if 
i=l 
m<k 
k < m. 
To find solutions for C we note that there is an orthogonal matrix 





61. • 0 ) 
0 • 6 
m 
and we set y = I:-½Al' and Y(j) = I:-½Al'(j) where P(j)= (P1 , ... , Pj) is 
the matrix consisting of the first j columns of P. Note also that fi:P. is 1. 
the invariant vector of -1 ~ corresponding to the root oi, i = 1, ••• , m 
and the calculation of Y does not depend on A. Hence from the theorem 
FO = y{k)6;1y{k) for k < r - 1 
( ' )-1' FO = Z Z Z Z + Ek-m for r - 1 < k. 
From H'(HH')-lH = F we obtain H = HF and noting from (3) that 
k > m Y'Fo = Y' from (4), leaving open k - m additional orthogonal 
( ' ) -½ vectors to complete Hn = {Y', Q2 ) yielding c0 = Y , Q2 ~ • We note 
that in no case is c0 unique as any solution H0 can be multiplied 
by a real non-singular k X k matrix on the left and still remain a 
solution because of the invariance of the roots. 
For k = min{p, r-v) > 1, we have essentially the multiple discriminant 
case and for k = r - v = 1 it is clear that c0 a(µ1- µ2 )~-l which 
yields Fisher's discriminant. The fraction of total loss sustained in 
the measure of spread when k < s is 
L = 
g(61,•••, 6s) - g(61,•••, 6k) 
g(61,•••, 6s) 




















L = ~ 6. I ~ 6. . 
i=k+l]. i=l l. 
It is also clear that when k > s, the loss already being O when 
k = s, that the additional k - s vectors cannot add anything 
to the spread. We further note that in most multiple discriminant 
situations the vectors ~1 , .•• , µr are usually linearly independent so 
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